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a b s t r a c t 

Since 2012, researchers at the Purdue University Boiling and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL) and 

NASA Glenn Research Center have been collaborating on a long-term effort to study flow boiling and 

condensation in microgravity. The ultimate goal has been to develop the Flow Boiling and Condensation 

Experiment (FBCE) for the International Space Station (ISS). Based on the findings from prior flow boil- 

ing experiments both at different orientations in Earth gravity and onboard parabolic flights simulating 

short durations of microgravity, a final refined experiment design, construction, and operating procedure 

have been arrived at for long-duration microgravity flow boiling experiments onboard the ISS. This study 

investigates flow boiling of n-Perfluorohexane with subcooled inlet in a rectangular channel of dimen- 

sions 114.6 mm heated length, 2.5 mm width, and 5 mm height. These pre-launch experiments (Mission 

Sequence Testing) were conducted in vertical upflow orientation in Earth gravity using the same exper- 

imental rig that was launched to the ISS in August 2021. The various operating parameters varied are 

heating configuration (single- and double-sided), mass velocity (180 – 3200 kg/m 

2 s), inlet subcooling 

( + 0 – 32 °C, encompassing both highly subcooled and near-saturated inlet conditions), and inlet pressure 

(119 – 191 kPa). High-speed video flow visualization images are presented to explain the two-phase in- 

terfacial physics within the channel’s heated section. Heat transfer results in terms of flow boiling curves, 

streamwise profiles of wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient, and averaged heat transfer coef- 

ficients are analyzed and parametric effects elucidated. Severe temporal thermodynamic equilibrium is 

observed for near-saturated inlet at very low velocities. Nucleate boiling degradation starts at larger heat 

fluxes for single-sided heating than double- sided at low mass velocities with highly subcooled inlet, 

and conversely at high mass velocities with near-saturated inlet. Nucleate boiling degradation can be de- 

layed to higher heat fluxes by highly subcooling the inlet and increasing mass velocity. The entire local 

heat transfer coefficient profiles are degraded at higher heat fluxes for near-saturated inlet, but only the 

downstream part for highly subcooled inlet. This study also confirmed reliability of the upcoming ISS 

experimental data for subcooled inlet conditions and the collected Earth-gravity data will be used for 

comparison against the ISS data. 

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Two-phase thermal management of next generation space 

ehicles 

Many space agencies around the world, especially NASA, are 

nterested in numerous manned and unmanned space missions, 

hich are expected to be for far longer durations and distances, 
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Nomenclature 

A area 

A c cross-sectional area 

Bd Bond number 

Co confinement number 

D h hydraulic diameter 

G mass velocity 

g gravitational acceleration 

g e gravitational acceleration on Earth 

μg e microgravity 

H height of channel 

H tc conduction length through heating strip 

h enthalpy; heat transfer coefficient 

h̄ average heat transfer coefficient 

h fg latent heat of vaporization 

k thermal conductivity 

L d upstream development length 

L e downstream exit length 

L h heated length 

˙ m mass flow rate 

N z number of streamwise measurement locations 

P h heated perimeter 

p pressure 

q" heat flux 

q" CHF critical heat flux 

q" ONB heat flux corresponding to ONB 

T temperature 

T̄ average temperature 

�T sub fluid subcooling, �T sub = T sat - T f 
t time 

W width of channel 

x e thermodynamic equilibrium quality 

z axial coordinate 

Greek symbols 

ρ density 

σ surface tension 

Subscripts 

a denotes wall 1 or 2 ( = 1 or 2) 

f liquid; bulk fluid 

g vapor 

h heated 

in channel heated section inlet 

out channel heated section outlet 

s solid 

sat saturation 

sp single-phase 

tc thermocouple in heated strip 

w wall 

wa wall 1 or 2 ( = w 1 or w 2) 

x = 0 corresponding to the location where x e = 0 

z local (along axial direction) 

Acronyms 

BHM Bulk Heater Module 

CHF Critical Heat Flux 

DC Direct Current 

FBCE Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment 

FBM Flow Boiling Module 

FDB Fully Developed Boiling 

ISS International Space Station 

MST Mission Sequence Testing 

ONB Onset of Nucleate Boiling 
a

2 
ONBD Onset of Nucleate Boiling Degradation 

PDB Partially Developed Boiling 

nd therefore greatly increase power requirements and weight 

estrictions. Presently, the thermal management systems used in 

pace vehicles mostly operate on the principles of forced liquid 

onvection. But the design of future space vehicles is accompanied 

y the need to dissipate larger amounts of heat from smaller de- 

ice footprints. This points to the need for more advanced cooling 

olutions. 

Two-phase thermal management schemes involving both boil- 

ng and condensation have been shown to be advantageous over 

heir single-phase counterparts for various terrestrial applications. 

ecause the two-phase schemes utilize both sensible and latent 

eat transfer rather than just the former, they are able to yield 

eat transfer coefficients an order or more in magnitude. By re- 

oving large amounts of heat while maintaining the device at a 

ow temperature, boiling schemes could cater to the needs of vehi- 

les used in next generation space missions. Boiling can be imple- 

ented in a variety of schemes not limited to capillary [1] , falling 

lm [2] , pool [ 3 , 4 ], macro-channel flow [5–7] , micro-channel flow

 6 , 8–10 ], jet impingement [ 11 , 12 ], and sprays [13] , all of which

ave been investigated by researchers at the Purdue University 

oiling and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL). Each boiling 

cheme has its own advantages over others but also suffers from 

imitations. Of all schemes, channel flow boiling is preferred for 

pace applications because of its dependence on flow inertia to 

emove the vapor produced along the heated wall and simplicity 

nd suitability to cool multiple devices in a fully closed loop while 

equiring a relatively low pumping power. Aside from the Ther- 

al Control System (TCS) of space vehicles, two-phase flows also 

ave applications in Fission Power Systems (FPS) using the Rankine 

ower cycle [ 14 , 15 ]. 

.2. Gravitational effects on two-phase flow and heat transfer 

With the next-generation space vehicles subject to varying 

ravity environments, the thermal management system design is 

ore constrained and must be suitable for all gravities. Despite 

he various aforementioned benefits of two-phase flow heat trans- 

er, the understanding of gravitational effects on both flow patterns 

nd heat transfer is limited. 

The considerable influence of gravity on two-phase thermal 

anagement schemes has been investigated for many decades. 

side from the comparative experiments at different orienta- 

ions in Earth gravity [7] , researchers have performed micro- 

ravity experiments using drop towers [ 16 , 17 ], parabolic flights 

17–21] , sounding/ballistic rockets [22] , and onboard the Interna- 

ional Space Station (ISS) [23] . But most microgravity ( μg e ) studies 

 20 , 21 , 23–25 ] have focused on pool boiling. Pool boiling solely de-

ends on buoyancy to remove the vapor produced atop a heated 

urface. The absence of any forced convection of fluid and thereby 

 better external mechanism to replenish the heated surface with 

resh liquid already results in low critical heat fluxes in Earth 

ravity. This is further exacerbated in microgravity environments 

here even buoyancy is negligible, resulting in absence of a means 

or removing vapor from the surface. A single huge vapor bubble is 

roduced, which covers a significant portion of the surface and re- 

ults in highly degraded heat transfer performance and low Critical 

eat Flux (CHF). Some researchers [ 26 , 27 ] have studied adiabatic 

as-liquid two-phase flows in microgravity and realized the vast 

ifferences in flow patterns between 1 g e and μg e environments. Of 

ll the classical flow regimes, only bubbly, slug, and annular flows 

re prominently observed in μg e . 
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Very few studies [ 17–19 , 28–32 ] have focused on flow boiling 

n microgravity. Based on the results of drop tower and parabolic 

ight experiments, Misawa [17] reported the earlier transition of 

ow patterns in μg e than 1 g e , the diminishing of such effects at

igh flow qualities, and a lessened bubble-agitation-induced turbu- 

ence leading to heat transfer degradation in μg e . Ohta’s [29] μg e , 

 g e (vertical upflow), and 2 g e experiments revealed that, at a lower 

ass velocity of G = 150 kg/m 

2 s, bubbles were larger in μg e , but

t a higher mass velocity of G = 600 kg/m 

2 s, the bubbles detached

ith roughly the same size in all gravities. This latter similarity 

as attributed to the higher flow inertia dominating over body 

orce effects by providing enough shear for early detachment of 

ubbles from the surface. Among their different operating condi- 

ions, heat transfer rates were almost unaffected for bubbly flows 

t all mass velocities, annular flows with moderate inlet qualities 

nd high heat fluxes, and annular flows with high inlet qualities. 

owever, heat transfer degradation was noted in μg e for annu- 

ar flows with moderate inlet qualities and low heat fluxes (lower 

han that required to initiate nucleate boiling) due to the increased 

hickness of, and reduced turbulence within the annular liquid 

lm. Baltis et al.’s [30] parabolic flight experiments showed sig- 

ificantly enhanced heat transfer near the entrance due to larger 

ubbles in μg e increasing mixing and turbulence. But higher mass 

elocities dwarfed body force effects and showed no significant 

ariations in heat transfer. However, most microgravity flow boiling 

xperiments have been of short durations (using drop towers and 

arabolic flights) and there exists a need to conduct long-duration 

xperiments with a better control of microgravity. 

Among the various flow orientations experimented in Earth 

ravity, viz ., vertical upflow, vertical downflow, horizontal flow, and 

ther intermediary angles, upflow benefits the most from gravita- 

ional effects with the flow being in the same direction as buoy- 

ncy. The vapor produced at the heated walls rises upwards and 

ccelerates enhancing flow stability, heat transfer, and CHF [7] . 

ence, most Earth-gravity applications are configured to utilize 

ertical upflow boiling. 

As will be detailed in Section 1.5 , the present study will focus 

n vertical upflow boiling and serves as a forerunner to the up- 

oming long-duration microgravity experiments onboard the ISS. 

n this regard, it is important to note the concurrent effort s to 

tudy flow boiling onboard the ISS by another group of researchers 

hrough the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [33–

5] . Their experiments involve flow boiling of nPFH through a cop- 

er heated test tube and a transparent glass heated tube of 4-mm 

nner diameters. Their research objectives are detailed in [33] and 

eat loss analysis of ISS data in [ 34 , 35 ]. 

.3. Single- and double-sided heating of rectangular channel 

Most flow boiling literary works [36–38] with a focus on grav- 

tational effects were formulated by heating just one wall, i.e. 

ingle-sided heating . This is to help isolate the effects of differ- 

nt body forces perpendicular and parallel to the heated wall on 

eat transfer and flow physics. Another reason is to understand 

he undisturbed evolution of both the bubble boundary layer and 

he vapor layer. On the other hand, double-sided heating (heating 

f two opposite walls) is more complex because the vapor bub- 

les produced along both walls interact with each other, changing 

he flow physics all along the channel. Recent studies [ 18 , 19 , 39 ]

ave focused on double-sided heating to understand the interac- 

ion effects. For subcooled-inlet flow boiling of FC-72 in micro- 

ravity at velocities of 0.1 - 1.9 m/s, Konishi et al. [ 18 , 19 ] showed

ouble-sided heating to provide higher CHF values than single- 

ided for similar inlet conditions. The same conclusion was reached 

y Kharangate et al. [39] for subcooled-inlet horizontal flow boil- 

ng of FC-72 in Earth gravity at velocities greater than 1 m/s. Both 
3 
ingle- and double-sided heating configurations are considered in 

his study. Heating more than two of the four walls would compro- 

ise the quality of simultaneous flow visualization of the interfa- 

ial features while heating by inducing more three-dimensionality, 

nd hence is avoided. 

.4. Subcooled inlet conditions 

Fluid can be supplied for flow boiling in one of two states: sub- 

ooled liquid or saturated liquid-vapor mixture. The flow pattern 

evelopment and heat transfer physics would be vastly different 

ased on the fluid inlet condition. Note that due to thermodynamic 

on-equilibrium, especially at conditions very close to liquid satu- 

ation ( x e → 0), the fluid might be subcooled but still be a two- 

hase mixture. If the fluid is supplied as a subcooled liquid and 

he flow channel is long enough, there is possibility for transition 

rom subcooled to saturated flow boiling. However, for a particular 

eat flux, subcooled boiling is sustained for a longer length upon 

ncreasing flow rate, inlet subcooling, and/or diameter [ 40 , 41 ]. 

The subcooled liquid entering the channel initially undergoes 

ingle-phase liquid convection absorbing heat from the walls ( i.e ., 

nly sensible heat transfer) and increases in temperature. At a cer- 

ain location corresponding to the Onset of Nucleate Boiling (ONB), 

he liquid layer close to the wall would have acquired enough su- 

erheat for bubble incipience and the first bubbles nucleate. Sub- 

ooled boiling commences at the ONB location and extends until 

he thermodynamic equilibrium quality reaches x e = 0, at which 

oint, the flow regime transitions to saturated boiling. The sub- 

ooled boiling region itself can be demarcated into two based on 

he flow physics: the upstream Partially Developed Boiling (PDB) 

nd the downstream Fully Developed Boiling (FDB) [ 40 , 42 ]. PDB is

haracterized by the nucleated bubbles still attached to the wall 

nd sliding downstream. The bubbles maintain an almost constant 

ize due to the similar rates of evaporation and condensation, but 

light coalescence may be seen. Void fraction increases at a smaller 

ate due to this appreciable condensation. Liquid convection heat 

ransfer still plays a significant role in PDB, but the flow transi- 

ions to FDB at a location where the latent heat transfer overshad- 

ws sensible heating. This location corresponds to Net Vapor Gen- 

ration (NVG) [43] and the first bubbles usually start lifting off

he wall. Void fraction increases at a much larger rate due to both 

eaker condensation effects and activation of more cavities. In the 

atter part of FDB, especially at high heat fluxes and low pressures, 

he bubbles may coalesce and form very large irregularly-shaped 

apor entities that occupy most of the channel cross-section. 

The benefits of flow boiling end at the CHF limit, where the 

ow transitions to film boiling and the heat transfer coefficient 

osedives. This is accompanied by increases in wall temperature 

o dangerous levels and often leads to device damage and even de- 

truction. For optimum performance and safety, two-phase thermal 

anagement systems utilizing boiling must be designed for heat 

uxes within the nucleate boiling regime, but safely below CHF. 

Overall, subcooled flow boiling offers better heat transfer per- 

ormance and CHF values than saturated boiling due to (i) the uti- 

ization of both sensible and latent heat transfer and (ii) the con- 

ensing capability of the subcooled bulk fluid. Only flow boiling 

ith subcooled inlet is considered in this study. Based on the de- 

ree of inlet subcooling, for an easier understanding, the experi- 

ents have been loosely categorized as highly subcooled (roughly 

T sub,in > 10 ̊C) and near-saturated (close to saturated liquid state; 

oughly 0 < �T sub,in ≤ 10 ̊C). 

.5. Objectives of study 

The present study is a crucial part of an ongoing long-term 

ollaborative effort between researchers at the Purdue University 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental two-phase flow loop. 
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i  
oiling and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL) and the NASA 

lenn Research Center to study flow boiling and condensation un- 

er microgravity conditions. This effort was started in 2012 with 

n ultimate goal of developing the Flow Boiling and Condensation 

xperiment (FBCE) for the International Space Station (ISS). Past 

tudies involved flow boiling experiments conducted both in Earth 

ravity at different flow orientations [ 39 , 44–48 ] and onboard an 

ircraft performing parabolic maneuvers to simulate short micro- 

ravity periods [ 18 , 19 , 49 ]. The collaborative effort has matured to

 point where prior findings have been used to arrive at a final 

efined experiment design, construction, and operating procedure 

or long-duration microgravity flow boiling experiments onboard 

he ISS. FBCE’s capabilities, system description, and ISS test matrix 

re provided in [50] . 

This study presents results obtained from the final pre-launch 

xperiments (called Mission Sequence Testing, MST) conducted un- 

er Earth gravity in vertical upflow orientation using the same ex- 

erimental rig that was launched to the ISS in August 2021. The 

resent experiments cover a portion of the planned ISS test matrix 

or subcooled inlet with a focus on the extremes of various oper- 

ting parameters. High-speed video flow visualization images are 

resented to explain the two-phase flow physics within the chan- 

el for various operating conditions. Heat transfer results in terms 

f flow boiling curves, streamwise profiles of wall temperature and 

eat transfer coefficient, and averaged heat transfer coefficients are 

resented. Parametric effects of heating configuration (single- and 

ouble-sided), mass velocity, and inlet subcooling at different in- 

et pressures are explained. In future studies, the present experi- 

ental data will be compared against the upcoming ISS data to 

learly show the effects of different gravitational environments on 

ow boiling heat transfer and fluid physics. For more details on 

he FBM’s CHF results from the MST and corresponding model pre- 

ictions for subcooled inlet conditions, the reader is referred to 

51] . 

. Experimental methods 

.1. Two-Phase flow loop 

Fig. 1 depicts a schematic of the closed two-phase flow loop 

tilized to condition the working fluid, n-Perfluorohexane (nPFH), 
4 
o that desired at the inlet of the test module (henceforth called 

he Flow Boiling Module, FBM). The fluid is positively displaced 

hrough the loop using a magnetically-coupled internal gear pump, 

herein the fluid is in a subcooled liquid state. For safety purposes, 

 bypass relief valve is provided across the ends of the pump to 

et liquid flow back from the high-pressure side (pump outlet) to 

he low-pressure side (pump inlet) in case the pressure differen- 

ial exceeds 199.95 kPa (29.00 psid). Another bypass relief valve 

s provided in parallel to the former and it opens if the pressure 

ifferential exceeds 206.84 kPa (30.00 psid). A Coriolis flow me- 

er downstream of the pump measures the flow rate, which is fed 

o a flow controller as feedback to adjust the pump head rotation 

peed to provide the desired set flow rate. After passing through 

 filter, wherein any possible impurities are removed from the liq- 

id, the subcooled liquid enters the preheater (also called the Bulk 

eater Module, BHM), which serves to increase the fluid temper- 

ture and produce vapor when necessary. The inlet fluid temper- 

ture and quality to the FBM are controlled here based on the 

mount of heat input from a set of heaters powered by Direct Cur- 

ent (DC) power sources. The preheater is instrumented with ther- 

ocouples and Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) that shut 

he heaters down as a safety measure in case the heating surface 

xceeds 130 °C or the fluid temperature at the heater outlet ex- 

eeds 100 °C. The subcooled fluid enters the FBM, wherein a finite 

mount of heat is added to the fluid, based on which, the fluid ex- 

ts either as a subcooled liquid or a two-phase mixture. This fluid 

nters a fluid-to-water stainless-steel tube-in-tube heat exchanger 

with a spiral-finned inner tube), serving as condenser, wherein it 

oses heat to the condensing water loop and condenses back to 

 liquid state and decreases in temperature. The exiting fluid is 

assed through a static mixer used to continuously mix the liquid 

ithout any moving parts; this is done to condense any possible 

apor bubbles entrained in subcooled liquid and to ensure thermo- 

ynamic uniformity. Consequently, a highly subcooled pure liquid 

eturns to the pump and this helps reduce cavitation and pump 

ead wear down. 

Situated immediately downstream of the static mixer is a T- 

unction where an accumulator is connected to the main flow loop. 

he accumulator provides a set reference pressure point at the T- 

unction point of the main loop and helps reduce two-phase flow 

nstabilities in the loop [ 52 , 53 ]. Most of the working fluid resides
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Table 1 

Key dimensions of test module (FBM). 

Upstream development length, L d 327.7 mm 

Heated length, L h 114.6 mm 

Downstream exit length, L e 60.7 mm 

Thermocouple locations (7) from heated section start, z tc 5.4, 22.7, 40.0, 57.3, 74.6, 91.9, 109.2 mm 

Channel height (unheated), H 5.0 mm 

Channel width (heated), W 2.5 mm 
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n the accumulator, on one side of stainless-steel bellows. On the 

ther side of the metallic bellows is air, the pressure and volume 

f which are controlled by an air pump and a vent valve. A re-

ief valve, set to crack open in case the pressure differential ex- 

eeds 137.90 kPa (20.00 psig), is provided next to the vent valve 

or safety purposes. 

The section of the loop between the accumulator T-junction and 

he pump is split into two parallel paths, with valves routing flow 

hrough only one of them. A degassing contactor is provided on 

ne path, while the other is a bypass having no instruments and 

s used during regular experimentation. The degassing contactor 

emoves all non-condensable gasses from the working fluid and 

elps in the collection of reliable two-phase data. Its main compo- 

ent is a specialized semi-permeable membrane, with fluid flowing 

n one side and vacuum applied on the other side using a vacuum 

ump. 

The ancillary water loop is equipped with their own flow me- 

ers, valves, flow controllers, pressure transducers, and RTDs. Most 

alves in the flow loop are solenoid actuated to enable remote op- 

ration. 

.2. Flow boiling module 

The primary component of the experimental facility, the Flow 

oiling Module (FBM), is made of three transparent Zelux-W poly- 

arbonate plates sandwiched together between two aluminum 

075 support plates. Schematics of the overall construction of the 

BM are depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and key dimensions given in Table 1 .

he top and bottom polycarbonate plates are 25.15-mm thick, and 

he middle plate is 5-mm thick. The 13.72-mm-thick support plates 

elp prevent FBM buckling and fluid leaks by spreading out the 

olting stress uniformly across the module. A 5.0 mm deep and 

.5 mm wide rectangular slot is milled into the middle polycar- 

onate plate to form the flow channel, and a portion of the mid- 

le plate is milled further on either side of the channel width to 

ouse two oxygen-free copper heating strips (slabs) of dimensions 

14.6 mm length, 15.5 mm width, and 1.04 mm thickness. The cop- 

er strips are wider than the channel width to effectively embed 

hem within the polycarbonate plates and seal using O-rings. All 

olid-solid interfaces within the FBM are made leak-proof by using 

BR, HNBR, and neoprene O-rings. 

The flow channel can be demarcated into three sections: an up- 

tream development length of L d = 327.7 mm, a middle heated 

ength of L h = 114.6 mm, and a downstream exit length of 

 e = 60.7 mm. The purpose of the development length is to let 

he flow become hydrodynamically fully developed at the heated 

ength start. The fluid enters and exits the FBM at 90 ° angles to 

he flow channel, but the flow streamlines are straightened out and 

ny large eddies broken by affixing a 12.19-mm-thick aluminum 

052 honeycomb insert close to the inlet. For liquid-vapor mix- 

ure inlet, the flow straightener reduces swirl effects and improves 

he vapor distribution throughout the channel cross-section, reduc- 

ng asymmetricity; the development length further helps the two- 

hase flow structure be symmetrical and typical of its void frac- 

ion. 
5 
One side of the heating strips constitutes the heating sur- 

aces and is in contact with the fluid, while on the other side 

re affixed a set of six thick-film resistive heaters of dimensions 

6.4 mm length, 4.5 mm width, and 0.56 mm thickness in se- 

ies (see Fig. 2 (b)). The thickness of copper between the heaters 

nd the fluid heating surface is 0.56 mm. A small separation of 

.9 mm between two successive heaters is provided for thermo- 

ouple access to the heating strip; from numerical computations 

54] , this small spacing has been shown to have virtually no effect 

n heat flux along the wetted wall due to the very high thermal 

onductivity of copper. Each heater consists of an aluminum oxide 

ubstrate with a 188- � resistive layer on its underside stretched 

etween two solder pads. The heaters are soldered to the copper 

trip to form a solder layer of 96% tin and 4% gold. To ensure uni-

orm heat flux distribution along the copper strip, all heaters are 

nsured to have very close electrical resistances, are wired in par- 

llel, and powered by DC power. A maximum power of 175 W per 

ide can be supplied. As detailed in [ 18 , 49 ], this heated wall design

llows for fast temperature response and reliable and accurate CHF 

easurement. 

.3. Instrumentation and measurement accuracy 

Local pressure measurements are made within the FBM by us- 

ng five absolute pressure transducers with one each near the inlet 

nd outlet, and three at intermediary locations within the devel- 

pment length as shown in Fig. 1 . The fluid temperatures close 

o the inlet and outlet are measured using type-E thermocouples 

xtending into the flow. As indicated in Fig. 2 (c), each heating 

trip houses two sets of seven type-E thermocouples each to mea- 

ure the local surface temperatures; the tips of all thermocouples 

re embedded in shallow holes (resembling hemispherical inden- 

ations) made into the strip. One set is used for data collection and 

oftware reset of the FBM heater power level in case any tempera- 

ure exceeds 122 °C, usually an aftermath of CHF occurrence. The 

ther set is integral to a hardware safety circuitry and provides 

eedback to a relay that shuts down the FBM heaters in case the 

oftware reset fails and any temperature exceeds 132 °C. Local pres- 

ures and temperatures are measured and monitored at numerous 

ocations of the flow loop using pressure transducers, and thermo- 

ouples and RTDs, respectively. 

To conduct both single-sided and double-sided heated wall ex- 

eriments, power can be supplied to one or both heating strips 

uring testing independent of each other. The electrical power in- 

ut (as voltages and currents) to each set of FBM heaters and the 

reheater are measured within the DAQ. Flow rate of the test fluid 

s measured using a Coriolis flow meter of range 0–60 g/s. 

All temporal sensor output signals are collected and measured 

sing a set of two data acquisition systems (2 DAQs; one for ther- 

ocouple data and the other for other sensors) at a sampling fre- 

uency of 5 Hz during experiments (although all other ‘house- 

eeping’ data are recorded at a lower rate of 1 Hz). An in-house 

BCE flight software is used to monitor and control the DAQs and 

ll other instruments (including solenoid valves). Maximum uncer- 

ainties in the measurements of important parameters are given in 

able 2 . 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representations of (a) overall construction of Flow Boiling Module (FBM), (b) construction of heating strips, and (c) designation of heated walls and local 

wall temperatures. 

Table 2 

Measurement uncertainties. 

Measured Parameters Maximum Uncertainty 

Temperature (thermocouples) ±0.5 °C 
Temperature (RTDs) ±0.5 °C 
Pressure ±0.7 kPa 

FBM heater power ±0.3% reading 

Preheater power ±0.6% reading 

Mass flow rate ±0.6% reading 
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.4. Flow visualization 

The intricate interfacial features of two-phase flows are visu- 

lized using high-speed photography for all heat flux increments 

long the boiling curve (both steady-state and CHF). The trans- 

arency of the polycarbonate plates allows for excellent visual ac- 

ess to the boiling flow within the FBM’s heated section. All three 

olycarbonate plates were further vapor polished to minimize vi- 
6 
netting effects produced by the opaque copper heaters and O- 

ings. 

The high-speed camera is directed at one transparent wall with 

he opposite wall backlit with blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) 

nd a light-shaping diffuser with an intermediate Teflon sheet, 

hich is required due to the extremely short light transmission 

istance. The camera is equipped with a F#0.95–25 mm lens and 

aptures photographs of resolution 2040 ×164 pixels at a frame 

ate of 20 0 0 frames/s and shutter speed of 10 μs. Each pixel on the

amera’s CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) im- 

ge sensor is of size 5.5 × 5.5 μm and the pixels are arranged 

ith no physical distance between them ( i.e ., a 100% fill factor). 

s per spatial resolution tests conducted using the Ronchi rul- 

ng (sinusoidal intensity grating), the imaging system was able to 

chieve a spatial resolution of at least ∼90 μm (the system was 

ble to read ∼180 μm using the line pair per mm criteria at 50% 

ynamic range, which is equivalent to ∼90 μm spatial resolution 

er Rayleigh criteria). The heat produced by camera operation is 

emoved from a respective cold plate by the simulated ISS water 
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x

oop (or by the actual ISS cooling water during the upcoming ISS 

xperiments). 

It is noted that all high-speed video images reported in this pa- 

er have been uniformly post-processed to make the flow features 

ore distinct. 

.5. Operating procedure 

As already mentioned, the ultimate goal of the present exper- 

mental setup is to be installed and tested onboard the ISS and 

ence, it is to be operated remotely. This means that the entire test 

atrix must be completed in space without any in-person inter- 

ention and both sensor-measured and photography data be trans- 

itted to the personnel on Earth. This study, reporting data from 

he MST (the final set of experiments in Earth gravity in the verti- 

al upflow orientation), was conducted in the same manner as will 

e onboard the ISS. 

Degassing of the working fluid is performed before the start of 

esting and on as needed basis. The difference between the mea- 

ured system pressure at the inlet to the FBM and the saturation 

ressure gives the partial pressure of any non-condensable gasses 

issolved in the nPFH. If this partial pressure is greater is 2 kPa, 

he test fluid is deemed to need degassing and the degassing pro- 

edure is invoked. Degassing is needed for both the ground and ISS 

ests because the experimental system is exposed to air in both en- 

ironments and there is a possibility of air dissolving in nPFH. 

For each boiling curve, the inlet conditions (flow rate, inlet 

ressure, and inlet subcooling) to the FBM are set and the flow 

oop allowed to reach them. DC power is supplied to one or both 

BM heating strips in small increments starting from zero until 

HF is reached. Each heat flux increment is for a fixed time period 

f 120 s or 180 s, which was deemed sufficient to reach steady 

tate for flow boiling in prior studies [ 18 , 49 ]. Subsequent analysis

f collected data revealed that steady state was indeed reached for 

ll heat flux increments higher than q" ONB . Although CHF is de- 

ned as the heat flux increment which causes an unsteady rise 

n surface temperature, for safety and simplicity, CHF is desig- 

ated to have occurred at the heat flux increment which causes at 

east one of the strip thermocouples to exceed 122 °C. FBM heater 

ower is brought down to a minimum power level by FBCE soft- 

are as soon as this limit of 122 °C is reached (as measured by 

he copper-strip data thermocouples). A hardware shutdown of 

ll heaters is invoked at 132 °C (as measured by the copper-strip 

afety-circuitry thermocouples) as a safety precaution to prevent 

ny damage to the FBM (especially thermal deformation or warp- 

ng of the polycarbonate layers) and to prevent any breakdown of 

PFH, which might lead to the formation of the toxic substance 

erfluoroisobutene (PFiB). All temporal data and high-speed pho- 

os are recorded. This procedure is repeated for all predetermined 

BM inlet conditions in the test matrix. Note that the actual value 

f CHF, q" CHF , is the average of the heat flux increment causing the 

22 °C escalation and the previous heat flux increment that reached 

teady state. 

.6. Temporal temperature records for an entire boiling curve 

Temporal variations of fluid inlet, fluid outlet, and heated-strip 

emperatures are shown in Fig. 3 (a) for a representative boiling 

urve from q" w 

= 0 to q" CHF . The applied wall heat fluxes corre-

pond to the right axis and the temperatures to the left axis. For 

he first two heat flux increments, i.e ., until about t = 240 s, the

trip temperatures keep increasing and never reach steady-state; 

his transience is greater for the first heat flux increment. Let t 1 de- 

ote the latest time instant during the second heat flux increment. 

uring the third heat flux increment, a transient temperature over- 

hoot (also known as incipient boiling superheat ; this is due to 
7 
he required superheat for boiling to commence being higher than 

hat to sustain boiling) is observed for both walls; wall 1 shows 

 slightly bigger overshoot than wall 2. Let t 2 denote the time in- 

tant as soon as the overshoot subsides. Fig. 3 (b) shows flow vi- 

ualization images corresponding to both time instants t 1 and t 2 , 

ith enlarged half-channel-width photos at three streamwise loca- 

ions. Clearly, at t 1 , heat transfer along the entire channel is solely 

y single-phase liquid convection, but at t 2 , bubbles are seen to 

ucleate a short distance downstream from the channel entrance. 

his confirms that the temperature overshoot corresponds to ONB 

elay. At all heat flux increments higher than the second, nucle- 

te boiling occurs, and all temperatures clearly reach steady state. 

uring the last heat flux increment, at t ≈ 1910 s, T tc1,6 reaches the 

et maximum operating temperature of 122 °C and the heaters are 

owered down. Note how T tc1,6 sharply increases towards the end, 

learly indicative of CHF. 

Overall, the temporal temperature records corroborate that (i) 

ll heat flux increments with boiling (between ONB and CHF) 

learly reach steady state within 120 s and (ii) CHF is indeed 

eached by the time at least one strip temperature exceeds 122 °C. 

.7. Data processing and experimental ranges 

Steady state data is extracted from the recorded temporal data 

y identifying the heat flux increments that reached steady state 

nd averaging the latest 20 s of temporal datapoints of each steady 

tate period. All thermophysical properties of nPFH are obtained 

rom NIST-REFPROP [55] . The fluid enthalpy at FBM inlet (where 

he fluid is in a subcooled/compressed liquid state) is determined 

s 

 in = h | T in ,p in 
, (1) 

here T in and p in are the FBM inlet fluid temperature and pressure, 

espectively. By performing an energy balance over the FBM, the 

uid enthalpy at FBM outlet is calculated as 

 out = h in + 

q ’ ’ w 

P h L h 
˙ m 

, (2) 

here q" w 

is wall heat flux, ˙ m mass flow rate through the FBM, 

nd P h heated perimeter determined from channel width, W , as 

 h = 

{
W, single-sided heating 
2 W, double-sided heating 

. (3) 

he FBM was carefully designed to minimize heat loss; except for 

he fluid heating side, the copper strips are encased on all sides 

y thick polycarbonate plastic of low thermal conductivity and at 

he thin heater-and-thermocouple-wire-access slots by stagnant air 

f low thermal conductivity. An extensive heat loss estimation for 

 similar test module geometry was performed by Konishi et al. 

56] in the early stages of FBCE. The older test module differed 

rom the present study’s FBM mainly by the older design having 

nly one heating strip to just test single-sided heating, and a com- 

aratively shorter heated length. For both single-phase and two- 

hase flow situations, heat losses were estimated to be a max- 

mum of 0.2% of electrical power input. This heat loss is well 

ithin the maximum uncertainty of heater power measurement 

see Table 2 ) and hence considered negligible. Therefore, all elec- 

rical power is considered to heat up the fluid and wall heat flux 

s calculated by dividing the total electrical power input to the 

eaters by the fluid heating surface area. Thermodynamic equilib- 

ium qualities at the FBM inlet and outlet are determined from the 

elation 

 e = 

h − h f | p 
h fg 

∣∣
p 

, (4) 
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Fig. 3. (a) Temporal variations of fluid inlet, fluid outlet, and heated-strip temperatures for heat flux increments from zero to critical heat flux for a set of operating 

conditions. (b) Flow visualization at time instants t 1 (steady-state period preceding ONB) and t 2 (steady-state period succeeding ONB). 
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here h = h in or h out is the actual fluid enthalpy at the FBM in-

et/outlet, and both h f , the saturated liquid enthalpy, and h fg , the 

atent heat of vaporization, are based on the measured inlet/outlet 

ressure. 

The measured heated-strip temperatures, T tc , are translated into 

he corresponding wall temperatures, T w 

, by assuming a uniform 

eat flux and one-dimensional heat conduction through the copper 

trip as 

 w 

= T tc − q ′′ w 

H tc 

k s 
, (5) 

here H tc ( = 0.483 mm) is conduction height and k s pure copper 

onductivity. T w 

is found to be lower than T tc by a maximum of 

.65 °C, indicating that the copper conductive resistance between 

he two points is minuscule. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the local wall

emperatures are designated as T wa,z , where wa is the heated wall 

 w 1 or w 2) and z the streamwise measurement location (1 up- 

tream through 7 downstream). 

The local fluid temperature at these axial locations is deter- 

ined based on the local state (subcooled or saturated) of the fluid 

s 

 f,z = 

{
T in + ( T sat ,x =0 − T in ) 

z 
L h, sp 

, x e,z < 0 

T sat ,z , 0 ≤ x e,z ≤ 1 

, (6) 

here heated single-phase length, L h,sp , is defined as 

 h, sp = 

GA c 

q ’ ’ w 

P h 

(
h f | p in − h in 

)
, (7) 

nd saturation temperature at the location where x e = 0 is 

 sat ,x =0 = T sat | p in + 

(
T sat | p out 

− T sat | p in 
)L h, sp 

L h 
. (8) 

oth local saturation temperatures, T sat,z , and local thermodynamic 

quilibrium qualities, x e,z , are determined by linear interpolation 

etween values at the inlet and outlet. Local heat transfer coeffi- 

ient for either wall is defined as 

 a,z = 

q ’ ’ wa 

T wa ,z − T f,z 
, (9) 
8 
nd averaged heat transfer coefficient is determined as 

 = 

∑ 

N z 

h a,z A h,z 

A h 

= 

∑ 

N z 

h a,z L h,z 

L h 
, (10) 

here N z = 7 is the number of streamwise measurement locations, 

 h,z and L h,z are, respectively, the heated surface area and length of 

ach unit cell, and A h and L h are, respectively, the total heated sur- 

ace area and total heated length. Averaged wall temperature, T w 

, is 

lso determined in a similar fashion. Ranges of important parame- 

ers from the MST experimental database with subcooled inlet are 

eported in Table 3 for single- and double-sided heating configu- 

ations separately. Note that the upcoming ISS experiments would 

e conducted for roughly the same operating parameter ranges as 

he MST, but with a much finely-distributed test matrix. 

Bond number and confinement number for the FBM’s channel, 

hose hydraulic diameter is D h = 3.333 mm, are respectively cal- 

ulated as 

d = 

(
ρ f − ρg 

)
gD 

2 
h 

σ
and (11) 

o = 

1 

D h 

√ 

σ(
ρ f − ρg 

)
g 
. (12) 

or the present MST experiments, Bd = 21.49 - 26.19 and 

o = 0.195 - 0.216. The very small Co conforms to several dif- 

erent threshold criteria for macro-over-microscale (gravity-over- 

urface-tension effects dominance) in the literature ( Co < 0.5 by 

ew and Cornwell [57] , Co < 0.79 by Brauner and Ullmann [58] ,

o < 0.57 by Li and Wang [59] , and Co < 0.3–0.4 by Ong and

home [60] ; originally proposed values for other dimensionless 

roups converted to corresponding Co values [60] ). This confirms 

acroscale flow physics within the FBM’s channel and less signifi- 

ant surface tension effects. 
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Table 3 

Summary of key parameters of MST steady-state database for subcooled 

inlet. 

Single-sided 

Heating 

Double-sided 

Heating 

Mass velocity, G 179.60 –

3199.98 kg/m 

2 s 

179.65 –

3200.00 kg/m 

2 s 

Mass flow rate, ˙ m 2.25 – 40.00 g/s 2.25 – 40.00 g/s 

Inlet pressure, p in 119.02 –

177.17 kPa 

118.61 –

190.81 kPa 

Inlet temperature, 

T in 

34.01 – 71.63 ̊C 34.89 – 72.95 ̊C 

Inlet subcooling, 

�T sub,in 

+ 0.00 – 31.77 ̊C 0.18 – 32.00 ̊C 

Inlet quality, x e,in -0.422 – -0.000 -0.429 – -0.003 

Wall heat flux, q" w 2.07 –

48.09 W/cm 

2 

1.80 –

49.49 W/cm 

2 

Outlet pressure, 

p out 

113.18 –

168.04 kPa 

113.25 – 172.75 

kPa 

Outlet 

temperature, T out 

35.90 – 71.41 ̊C 36.99 – 72.12 ̊C 

Outlet subcooling, 

�T sub,out 

0.00 – 26.91 ̊C 0.00 – 26.04 ̊C 

Outlet quality, x e,out -0.354 – 0.209 -0.342 – 0.460 

Local wall 

temperature, T wa,z 

56.90 – 117.38 °C 
(heated) 

36.26 – 70.97 °C 
(unheated) 

58.17 – 115.95 °C 
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. Flow visualization results and discussion 

.1. Flow visualization for single-sided heating 

.1.1. Flow patterns for single-sided heating with near-saturated inlet 

A schematic representation of single-sided heating configura- 

ions is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The flow direction is vertically up- 

ards, fully opposing Earth gravity. Heat is added to the fluid from 

ne of the two walls. Fig. 4 (b)–(d) portray flow patterns along 

he boiling curve for near-saturated inlet at mass velocities of 

 = 1599.94 with left wall heated, 1599.94 with right wall heated, 

nd 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s with right wall heated. Included for each oper- 

ting condition are high-speed video images taken at steady state 

or heat flux increments from right after ONB until (and including) 

HF. The wall heat flux, q" w 

, corresponding to each image is men- 

ioned right below it as a percentage of the respective q" CHF for 

hose operating conditions. 

In Fig. 4 (b), for the heat flux of 10.22% q" CHF , a short upstream

ingle-phase liquid region is observed, after which ONB occurs. 

his is due to the fluid layers close to the wall needing some heat 

ddition to reach the required superheat for bubble nucleation. 

oving downstream, the bubbles get larger due to the even larger 

uperheat available, activation of more nucleation sites on the wall, 

nd coalescence of neighboring bubbles. The bubbles depart from 

he wall after reaching a certain size. This typically points to the 

ow regime becoming fully developed boiling, wherein the net va- 

or generation is reached, and the effects of single-phase convec- 

ion diminishes. Since the fluid at inlet is near-saturated, the de- 

arted bubbles do not significantly shrink, albeit some condensa- 

ion does happen at the liquid-vapor interface. Looking at the en- 

ire channel length, a bubble boundary layer (the spread of bubbles 

ithin the channel) is evolved with a smaller thickness near the 

ntrance and larger thickness (almost the entire channel width) 

t the exit. As heat flux is increased, the ONB location is seen 

o move upstream and at 37.54% q" CHF , ONB is right at the inlet

nd the single-phase liquid length is non-existent. At 25.28% q" CHF , 

ubble coalescence is much more effective due to the higher heat 

nput from the wall activating more cavities. At 45.28% q" CHF , bub- 

les coalesce to form larger vapor structures and an almost con- 

inuous liquid-vapor interface is observed from about the channel 
9 
iddle. The interface is wavy with crests formed by the vapor and 

roughs formed by the liquid in contact with the heated surface. 

hese troughs are termed wetting fronts and are the primary lo- 

ations where liquid accesses the wall and boiling continues to oc- 

ur. As heat flux is increased, the wavy interface formation location 

oves upstream, all the way to the inlet as seen at 98.55% q" CHF .

he vapor crests of these waves also get larger at any axial loca- 

ion as heat flux is increased. The crests even grow large enough 

o touch the opposite wall as seen near the exit at 53.54% q" CHF .

he number of wetting fronts along the wall decrease as q" w 

is in- 

reased. As shown at 98.55% q" CHF , there is at least one wetting 

ront at about a quarter channel length from the entrance, sustain- 

ng boiling. As soon as this vanishes, at 100% q" CHF , CHF is reached,

nd the wall has no liquid contact. At and after CHF, the heat sup- 

lied by the wall is conducted and radiated through the vapor of 

ery low thermal conductivity, and evaporation occurs at the in- 

erface; this is representative of film boiling . It is noted that, for 

ll heat fluxes, phase change does still occur at the wavy interface 

nd will be either evaporation or condensation depending on local 

emperatures on either side of the interface. 

Fig. 4 (c) is for almost the same operating conditions as Fig. 4 (b),

ut with the other wall heated. Note that they both have almost 

he same q" CHF values. Comparing similar heat flux percentages 

etween these two sub-figures, the flow patterns are almost ex- 

ctly symmetrical about the channel axial plane. At q" w 

= 22.72 

 61.60% q" CHF , although the fluid at inlet is still in a subcooled 

tate with �T sub,in = 3.67 °C, there are some small bubbles enter- 

ng the channel; these are formed within the preheater (BHM) and 

enote a small thermodynamic non-equilibrium across the chan- 

el cross-section. However, as discerned from both these images 

nd the heat transfer results discussed in Section 4.1.1 , the small 

on-equilibrium does not significantly affect either fluid flow or 

eat transfer. It is noted that, during experimentation, many near- 

aturated-inlet experiments showed larger non-equilibrium at in- 

et, and to avoid contaminating the results, the experiments were 

e-conducted by increasing inlet subcooling by a few degrees Cel- 

ius and visually made certain of negligible vapor at channel in- 

et before collecting data; the only outlier which exhibited severe 

emporal thermodynamic non-equilibrium at the inlet is discussed 

n Section 3.3 . 

The mass velocity is doubled to G = 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s in Fig. 4 (d)

nd a similar flow pattern progression until CHF is observed, ex- 

ept for the following differences. For a given heat flux percentage, 

he vapor bubbles are smaller and lesser for higher G ; for instance, 

ompare the ∼10% q" CHF patterns in Fig. 4 (b) and (d). The thick- 

esses of both the bubble boundary layer and wavy interface are 

lso smaller for higher G . For example, compare the ∼50% q" CHF 

atterns in Fig. 4 (b) and (d), the wavy interface for the smaller G 

ouches the opposite wall, while it does not for the higher. These 

re all results of the flow inertia being large enough to remove 

he produced vapor from the channel before large vapor structures 

an start developing. Even at CHF, the higher G is able to sus- 

ain a short single-phase liquid region near the entrance. Note that 

he flow features for G = 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s in Fig. 4 (d) are slightly

lurred while those for the lower G experiments are crisp; it has 

een verified from calculations (based on flow velocities, lens mag- 

ification, camera pixel element size, and exposure time) that this 

s not due to motion blur, i.e ., the camera’s shutter speed of 10 μs

s sufficient to capture the fast-moving interfacial features corre- 

ponding to this highest mass velocity. 

.1.2. Flow visualization image sequences for single-sided heating 

ith near-saturated inlet 

Although the flow patterns at steady-state improve our under- 

tanding on how the interfacial features vary for different operat- 

ng conditions, the steady-state features continuously change with 
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic representation of single-sided heating configurations. Flow patterns along the boiling curve until CHF for near-saturated inlet at mass velocities of 

G = (b) 1599.94 (left wall heated), (c) 1599.94 (right wall heated), and (d) 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s (right wall heated). 
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ime in a recurring fashion. To better understand this, high-speed 

ideo image sequences for near-saturated inlet with single-sided 

eating are included in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) for mass velocities of 

 = 1599.94 and 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s, respectively. The images in each 

equence are 1.5 ms apart. Two heat fluxes are chosen for all se- 

uential images shown in this study: q" w 

≈ 70% and 95% q" CHF ; 

hese represent the typical operating heat flux in practical applica- 

ions and the largest steady-state heat flux just before CHF, respec- 

ively. In Fig. 5 (a), both at 72.55% and 95.19% q" CHF , the temporal

ormation and progression of the vapor layer is evident. The vapor 

ayer is formed by the clustering and coalescence of vapor bub- 

les near the channel entrance. Wetting fronts propagate through 

he channel gradually shortening downstream as more boiling oc- 

urs. The crests of the wavy interface grow both taller and longer 

ue to the accumulation of more vapor. New wettings fronts are 

ormed upstream and the process keeps repeating. In Fig. 5 (b), 

oth at 71.44% and 92.47% q" CHF , the same sequential patterns are 

bserved, except that the vapor structures are smaller due to the 

ncreased G . 

.2. Flow visualization for double-sided heating 

.2.1. Flow patterns for double-sided heating with highly subcooled 

nlet 

A schematic representation of the double-sided heating config- 

ration is shown in Fig. 6 (a). The flow direction is vertically up- 

ards, fully opposing Earth gravity. Heat is added to the fluid from 

oth walls 1 (left) and 2 (right). 

Fig. 6 (b)–(d) portray flow patterns along the boiling curve until 

HF for highly subcooled inlet with double-sided heating at mass 

elocities of G = 200.01, 1599.94, and 319.98 kg/m 

2 s, respectively. 

ote that the former two are at lower inlet pressure and the lat- 

er one is at higher inlet pressure. For G ≈ 200 kg/m 

2 s shown in

ig. 6 (b), at 16.91% q" CHF , almost no bubbles leave the wall due

o the much larger condensing capability of the bulk liquid. This 

bservation even extends to 32.99% q" CHF , where the bubbles are 

arger than before, but still remain attached to the wall. There are 

ome minute bubbles that have lifted-off the wall, but these are 

oon engulfed by the highly condensing liquid. As heat flux is in- 

reased, massive vapor structures are formed, albeit smaller than 

n near-saturated fluid. But these structures are more irregularly 

haped due to the smaller shear of flow. Continuous wavy inter- 

aces are not formed, but there is a semblance of gear-meshing- 

ype interactions between vapor structures produced at either wall 

detailed description in Section 3.2.3 ); for example, see halfway 

long the channel length at 91.66% q" CHF . Notice at the higher heat 

uxes of 90.61 - 100.0% q" CHF how most of the channel down- 

tream is filled with random ripples. Large elongated bubbles at 

he channel center of roughly the channel diameter, typical of slug 

ows and annular flows, could have formed at the channel center, 

nd the ensuing interfacial turbulence caused by the large velocity 

ifference between the fast-moving central core and slow moving 

nnular liquid film could be the cause of the photographed rip- 

les. Notice at 100% q" CHF , the presence of a darker strip halfway 

ithin the downstream lighter ripply region; this is most probably 

ndicative of a liquid slug between two large vapor bubbles or a 

igh-density liquid front in Density Wave Oscillations (DWOs). The 

HF mechanism here is totally different and not due to the extin- 

uishing of wetting fronts. 

The higher mass velocity ( G ≈ 1600 kg/m 

2 s) case shown in 

ig. 6 (c) exhibits remarkably different flow patterns than any of 

he operating conditions discussed in this study. Heat fluxes un- 

il 55.69% q" CHF show minuscule bubbles near the walls, with the 

umber of these bubbles higher at higher heat fluxes. After lift- 

ng off the walls, these bubbles disappear almost instantly for heat 

uxes up until 27.94% q" . These are all due to the far greater
CHF 

11 
ondensing capability and sensible heat transfer, the latter be- 

ng extremely dependent on flow rate. Bubbles start getting larger 

rom heat fluxes of 67.99% q" CHF , but again the lifted-off bubbles 

re minuscule due to extreme condensation. At 80.09% q" CHF , large 

apor structures are formed near the channel exit. At higher heat 

uxes up until and including CHF, long continuous vapor layers 

orm on both walls with wetting fronts as discussed for the near- 

aturated cases. But the differences here are the almost unapparent 

ear-meshing behavior of the two interfaces, the very large wave- 

engths of the interfaces, and a continuous liquid stream from the 

nlet to exit even at CHF. This is again attributed to large flow in- 

rtia and condensation at the liquid-vapor interface. 

The higher-inlet-pressure higher-mass-velocity flow patterns 

hown in Fig. 6 (d) are similar to the flow patterns shown in 

ig. 6 (b). Note the fuzziness in the high-speed video images very 

lose to the two heated walls; this is due to vignetting effects. 

ome aspects contributing to overall vignetting are (i) the opaque 

opper heater strip sandwiching the flow channel and (ii) the black 

-rings between each polycarbonate boundary. Vignetting is more 

ronounced near the right wall due to the high-speed camera’s im- 

ge readout not physically being at the exact center of the channel 

lthough the images are centered. 

.2.2. Flow visualization image sequences for double-sided heating 

ith highly subcooled inlet 

High-speed video image sequences for double-sided heating 

ith highly subcooled inlet are included in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) for 

ass velocities of G = 200.01 and 1599.94 kg/m 

2 s, respectively. 

he images in each sequence are 5.0 ms apart. In Fig. 7 (a), at

9.74% q" CHF , as time advances, the vapor bubbles move down- 

tream gradually increasing in size due to more boiling and co- 

lescence. But at 94.78% q" CHF , the size increase is faster due to 

he increased heat flux and more phase change. Notice the mid- 

le of the channel, a huge bubble is formed at about the middle 

ime instance, and this bubble increases in size in both directions 

s time advances. This is due to low liquid inertia. The darker re- 

ion downstream of this bubble is similar to a liquid slug in typical 

lug/churn flow regime; the presence of entrapped irregular vapor 

ntities here indicates a more churn-like flow. Downstream of this 

lug, near the channel exit, is another huge vapor bubble at the 

hannel center. 

In Fig. 7 (b), at 67.99% q" CHF , due to the higher mass velocity of

 ≈ 1600 kg/m 

2 s, only discrete bubbles are seen throughout the 

hannel, but they grow in size as time advances. But before they 

an coalesce to form large vapor structures, they are pushed out 

f the channel. On the other hand, 91.47% q" CHF shows an interest- 

ng recurring pattern. At the first time instance shown, a long con- 

inuous interface that insulates nearly three-fourths of the heated 

all downstream is seen. As time advances, this long vapor layer 

s gradually pushed out and smaller bubbles nucleate. The bubbles 

radually grow in size all along the channel and the liquid between 

he vapor structures decrease in size due to more boiling. At one 

oint, a roughly continuous wavy interface is formed, whose thick- 

ess decreases and wavelength increases due to the fast-moving 

ighly-condensing liquid at the channel center. And the events re- 

eat. 

.2.3. Flow patterns for double-sided heating with near-saturated 

nlet 

Fig. 8 (a)–(c) portray flow patterns along the boiling curve for 

ear-saturated inlet with double-side heating at mass velocities of 

 = 199.98, 1599.94, and 3199.97 kg/m 

2 s, respectively. Included 

or each operating condition are high-speed video images taken at 

teady state for heat flux increments from right after ONB until 

and including) CHF. 
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Fig. 5. Flow visualization image sequences for near-saturated inlet with single-sided heating at mass velocities of G = (a) 1599.94 and (b) 3199.96 kg/m 

2 s. Images in each 

sequence are 1.5 ms apart. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic representation of double-sided heating configuration. Flow patterns along the boiling curve until CHF for highly subcooled inlet at mass velocities of 

G = (b) 200.01, (c) 1599.94, and (d) 319.98 kg/m 

2 s with both walls heated. Note that (d) is at higher inlet pressure. 

13 
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Fig. 7. Flow visualization image sequences for highly subcooled inlet with double-sided heating at mass velocities of G = (a) 200.01 and (b) 1599.94 kg/m 

2 s. Images in each 

sequence are 5.0 ms apart. 
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Fig. 8. Flow patterns along the boiling curve until CHF for near-saturated inlet with double-sided heating at mass velocities of G = (a) 199.98, (b) 1599.94, and (c) 

3199.97 kg/m 

2 s. 
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In Fig. 8 (b), at the lowest heat flux of 14.17% q" CHF , bubbles nu-

leate from both walls; but the overall pattern is similar to the 

ingle-sided heating pattern shown in Fig. 4 (b) for similar operat- 

ng conditions. It may seem that the left wall is producing more 

apor than right, but this is due to slight differences in heat fluxes 

etween the two walls. Downstream of the channel, the bubble 

oundary layers from both walls merge with one another. This 

nteraction becomes stronger at higher heat fluxes, wherein the 

avy interfaces start interacting with one another. Notice at 36.41% 

" CHF , near the channel exit, the liquid at the channel center has 

o take a serpentine path confined between the wavy interfaces of 

oth walls. Also notice that both wavy interfaces mate with each 

ther similar to the meshing of gear teeth. The location of onset 

f this wave interaction moves upstream as heat flux is increased. 

t 52.22% q" CHF , the two interfaces almost fully merge near the 

hannel exit. The location of merging also moves upstream as heat 

ux is increased; notice at 99.33% q" CHF how the merging is com- 

lete at around the middle of the channel. It is noted that since the 

rue flow features have an element of three-dimensional chaos, a 

haracteristic of the churn flow regime, the two-dimensional high- 

peed video images might not be able to confirm features such 

s complete merging and so on. For example, even after merging 

eems to be complete in these images, a dark wave runs along the 

hannel till the exit; this indicates that liquid still flows along the 

ark wave, possibly at a depth of H /2 (half the channel height) be-

eath the imaging wall. 

The highest mass velocity ( G ≈ 3200 kg/m 

2 s) case shown in 

ig. 8 (c) varies from the moderate mass velocity ( G ≈ 1600 kg/m 

2 s)

ase in Fig. 8 (b) in the same manner the single-sided cases vary 

etween Fig. 4 (b) and (d) for the same operating conditions. The 

igher flow inertia makes both the bubble boundary layer and the 

apor layer thinner. 

The lowest mass velocity ( G ≈ 200 kg/m 

2 s) case portrayed in 

ig. 8 (a) shows significantly different behavior compared to G ≈
60 0 and 320 0 kg/m 

2 s. It is emphasized that this experimental 

ase exhibited temporally anomalous flow, which will be discussed 

n detail in Section 3.3 , and images representative of the flow at 

ach heat flux increment are shown here. Due to the increased 

esidence time of the fluid at lower flow rates and the negligible 

ondensing capability of near-saturated fluid, the bubbles are much 

arger; compare the ∼14% q" CHF patterns in Figs. 8 (a), (b), and 6 (b).

lmost all bubbles are irregularly shaped. Even at a small heat flux 

f 22.75% q" CHF , bubbles occupy the entire channel a short distance 

rom the entrance. Large vapor structures, filling almost the entire 

hannel width, are observed. Unlike the higher mass velocities, a 

ontinuous long vapor layer never forms along the walls. There are 

ndications of a subtle short vapor layer forming near the entrance 

or heat fluxes 66.79 - 100.0% q" CHF . However, they completely 

erge after a very short distance. Notice at the heat fluxes of 77.01 

 100.0% q" CHF how most of the channel downstream is filled with 

andom ripples; as already described for Fig. 6 (b), the downstream 

hurn-flow-like flow regime’s three dimensionality deters us from 

urther interpretations of flow physics. 

.2.4. Flow visualization image sequences for double-sided heating 

ith near-saturated inlet 

High-speed video image sequences for double-sided heating 

ith near-saturated inlet are included in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) for mass 

elocities of G = 1599.94 and 3199.97 kg/m 

2 s, respectively. The im- 

ges in each sequence are 1.5 ms apart. The temporal evolution 

f gear-teeth meshing pattern of wavy interface is clearly seen in 

hese images. The vapor layers on both walls compete with each 

ther trying to occupy the entirety of channel. The peak of one 

ayer dominates, grows outward and compresses the other layer. 

mmediately, the other layer pushes back with its own wave peak 

hich grows and dominates the other. This process repeats. The 
16 
wo interfaces are separated from each other by the central liquid 

ayer. Note that, particularly downstream and at high flow veloci- 

ies, small bubbles may be seen entrapped within the liquid layer; 

hese bubbles are the result of the liquid shear acting on the vapor 

ayer both shattering the peaks and helping eject nucleated bub- 

les from the wall within the troughs. The thickness of the liquid 

ayer decreases downstream and culminates in complete merging 

f the two vapor layers and a churn-flow-like chaotic downstream 

egion occupied by mostly vapor with traces of liquid. 

.3. Image sequences portraying temporally anomalous flow for 

ertain operating conditions 

Although almost all operating conditions in this study behaved 

s expected, certain specific operating conditions (near-saturated 

nlet at low flow rates with either single- or double-sided heat- 

ng) exhibited severe temporally anomalous flow. Flow visualiza- 

ion image sequences for near-saturated inlet with double-sided 

eating at a low mass velocity of G = 199.98 kg/m 

2 s are portrayed

n Fig. 10 . To understand a full cycle of recurring flow behavior, the 

ime interval between images in each presented sequence is much 

onger at 25 ms. 

At the much lower heat flux of q" w 

= 12.25% q" CHF , the first

mage indicates an almost normal flow pattern with bubbly flow 

ll along the channel with coalescence resulting in larger bub- 

les downstream; this is true with the exception of the elongated 

ullet-shaped bubble, having a diameter slightly smaller than that 

f the channel cross-section and typical of those observed in the 

lug flow regime, entering the channel. As time advances, this bub- 

le moves downstream along with the general flow, engulfing all 

he smaller bubbles that nucleate at the walls, the annular liquid 

lm surrounding it evaporating, and growing in length gradually. 

oon after, more elongated bubbles enter the channel indicating 

he slug flow regime. The liquid slugs have smaller bubbles result- 

ng from both the tail of the larger bubbles breaking away and nu- 

leation occurring at the walls. However, these bubbles are much 

maller than those observed in the first image. The length of the 

longated bubbles entering the channel does not seem to follow 

ny fixed pattern as the length increases for the first three bubbles, 

ut they are followed by two very short bubbles (resembling caps) 

nd lastly by a very long bubble filling the entire channel length. 

his last flow pattern is indicative of the annular flow regime. The 

hin annular liquid film surrounding both the slug-flow-regime’s 

longated bubbles and the annular-flow-regime’s vapor core evap- 

rates and reduces in thickness, typically resulting in high heat 

ransfer. Soon after, as seen in the fifth image from the right, liq- 

id comes gushing in, resulting in boiling and the entire cycle re- 

eats. This recurring introduction of liquid prevents dryout of the 

nnular liquid film. The alternating events characterized by nucle- 

te boiling, convective boiling, and thin-film evaporation results in 

ery high average heat transfer coefficients than those typically ex- 

ected for these operating conditions (from predominantly nucle- 

te boiling), as will be evident in Section 4.4 . 

A similar cycle of events is observed at the higher heat flux of 

6.28% q" CHF , with the following differences. Since the exit quality 

or this case is already high at x e,out = 0.415, all the incoming vapor

erges with the large quantity of vapor already present within the 

hannel and results in fully annular flow, and not result in elon- 

ated bubbles. Notice the three periods of fully annular flow in the 

equences: the first for ∼2 images, the second for ∼2 images, and 

he third ∼4 images; this is a direct manifestation of the amount of 

apor entering the channel, which is smaller for the first two and 

arger for the last one. However, heat transfer is not significantly 

ugmented at higher heat fluxes since convective boiling already 

lays the dominant role here. 
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Fig. 9. Flow visualization image sequences for near-saturated inlet with double-sided heating at mass velocities of G = (a) 1599.94 and (b) 3199.97 kg/m 

2 s. Images in each 

sequence are 1.5 ms apart. 

17 
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Fig. 10. Flow visualization image sequences for near-saturated inlet with double-sided heating at a mass velocity of G = 199.98 kg/m 

2 s and heat fluxes of q" w = 12.25% 

q" CHF and 96.28% q" CHF . Images in each sequence are 25 ms apart. 
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ditions. 
The authors believe the reasons for this temporally anomalous 

ow behavior are the alternating introduction of vapor and liquid 

rom the preheater resulting in severe temporal thermodynamic 

on-equilibrium (even though the temporal average at steady-state 

ndicates an inlet subcooling of �T sub,in = 2.60 °C) and possible 

ensity Wave Oscillations (DWO), a type of two-phase instability. 

lthough this temporal behavior is evident from the high-speed 

ideos recorded at 20 0 0 fps, further analysis is out of the scope 
18 
f the present study. For further details on DWO, the reader is di- 

ected to the studies by O’Neill et al. [ 61 , 62 ], who explicitly ad-

ressed DWO for this flow geometry by collecting pressure signals 

t a much higher sampling rate of 200 Hz compared to the 5 Hz 

n this study. It is to be seen whether microgravity also results 

n such severe temporal flow anomalies for these operating con- 
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Fig. 11. Boiling curves illustrating heating configuration effects for (a) low mass ve- 

locity with high inlet subcooling and (b) high mass velocity with low inlet subcool- 

ing. 
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. Heat transfer results and discussion 

Heat transfer results in terms of flow boiling curves, wall tem- 

eratures, and heat transfer coefficients are presented in this sec- 

ion and discussed. 

.1. Flow boiling curves 

Boiling curves are an excellent way to show the heat trans- 

er performance of a two-phase thermal management system. All 

oiling curves included in this study are plotted as wall heat flux 

gainst average wall superheat, which is defined as the average 

all temperature, T̄ w 

, minus the inlet fluid saturation temperature, 

 sat,in . As already discussed, the focus of this study is the two-phase 

eat transfer region, the lower limit of which is the ONB and the 

pper limit the CHF. Although these curves start after ONB is ob- 

erved at any location of the channel, all boiling curves in this 

tudy do show an increase in slope at a low heat flux. This corre- 

ponds to the point where latent heat transfer starts to dominate 

ver sensible heat transfer; and not where ONB occurs; this is due 

o these being averaged boiling curves for the entire heated wall 

nd not a single location on the wall. For example, consider a flow 

ituation in which the single-phase liquid convection regime occu- 

ies most of the channel and ONB observed at a downstream loca- 

ion with partially developed subcooled boiling (PDB) downstream 

f ONB; this flow situation would result in an overall sensible heat 

ransfer dominance although boiling does occur for a portion of 

he channel. 

.1.1. Single-sided versus double-sided heating 

Boiling curves illustrating the effects of heating configuration 

re shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) for two combinations of mass ve-

ocity and inlet subcooling: highly subcooled at low G and near- 

aturated at high G , respectively. Shown in each plot are separate 

oiling curves for each heated wall for the same set of operating 

onditions. The double-sided heating configuration has two curves 

hile the single-sided one. 

Note that two single-sided configurations are shown in each 

lot; these experiments were conducted by heating either wall 1 

left) or 2 (right) and analyzing data corresponding to the respec- 

ive heated wall. Both Fig. 11 (a) and (b) show boiling curves for 

oth single-sided configurations almost lie on top of each other 

ith the same q" CHF . This is suggestive of flow being almost per- 

ectly symmetrical about the channel central plane and there being 

o bias between the two heated walls, as it should be for vertical 

pflow. There is a slight difference in q" CHF in Fig. 11 (b), but since

he last steady-state point of both curves are almost of the same 

eat flux, this can be attributed to a small CHF isolation error for 

he wall 2 heated case. All other single-sided experiments in this 

tudy were conducted by heating wall 2 only. 

Again, both the boiling curves for double-sided heating fall onto 

ne another, further confirming heat transfer symmetry. The nucle- 

te boiling portion of both single- and double-sided curves overlap, 

ut after the Onset of Nucleate Boiling Degradation (ONBD), the 

urves diverge. ONBD is defined as the heat flux after which the 

lope of the boiling curve changes after the almost linear trend ex- 

ibited by nucleate boiling (note that some studies have termed 

NBD as dryout incipience ) [ 12 , 63 ]. Increasing the heat flux af-

er ONBD results in much larger wall temperature increases due 

o intermittent wall dryout and heat transfer coefficient degrada- 

ion. Fig. 11 (a) and (b) show different contradictory behavior as to 

hich heating configuration sustains nucleate boiling for a larger 

eat flux. The highly subcooled low mass velocity case has the 

ingle-sided heating sustain heat transfer performance for a higher 

eat flux than double-sided; single-sided also yields a higher q" CHF 

han double-sided. This can be explained by the higher residence 
19 
ime of the fluid within the heated section at low flow rates. Note 

hat for the same heat flux, double-sided heating dumps twice 

he amount of heat to the fluid than single-sided owing to its 

ouble heating surface area. This means that the double-sided is 

dding more heat to the fluid leading to more evaporation and a 

igher void fraction at any channel axial location. This larger void 

or double-sided coupled with the much lower inlet G leads to 

he earlier flow regime transition to slug flow, wherein the CHF 

echanism is different as observed in Fig. 6 (b) and described in 

ection 3.2.1 . 

On the other hand, the near-saturated high mass velocity cases 

n Fig. 11 (b) have a slightly better heat transfer performance and 

igher q" CHF for double-sided heating than single-sided. The pro- 

uced vapor remains within the channel until they are pushed 

ut due to the near-saturated fluid offering negligible condensa- 

ion. Owing to the much higher fluid velocity, wavy interfaces with 

etting fronts are formed as observed in Fig. 8 (b). The larger void 

rom double-sided heating accelerates the flow, while still main- 

aining wavy interfaces with wetting fronts and this prolongs nu- 

leate boiling and enhances q" CHF . A similar effect was observed by 

onishi et al. [18] for near-saturated-inlet flow boiling in micro- 

ravity. 

.1.2. Mass velocity effects 

Boiling curves illustrating the effects of mass velocity are shown 

n Fig. 12 (a) and (b), for highly subcooled inlet with single- 

ided heating and near-saturated inlet with double-sided heat- 
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Fig. 12. Boiling curves illustrating the effects of mass velocity for (a) highly sub- 

cooled inlet with single-sided heating and (b) near- saturated inlet with double- 

sided heating. 
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Fig. 13. Boiling curves illustrating the effects of fluid inlet subcooling at mass veloc- 

ity extremes of G = 200 and 3200 kg/m 

2 s for (a) single-sided and (b) double-sided 

heating configurations. 
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ng, respectively. In Fig. 12 (a), for all mass velocities except G ≈
400 kg/m 

2 s, the lower portions of the boiling curves overlap due 

o the independence of latent heat transfer on fluid flow rate. 

igher G is able to sustain nucleate boiling for larger heat fluxes, 

elaying ONBD. This is due to the higher fluid inertia removing 

roduced vapor along the heated wall and replenishing it with 

resh liquid for more nucleate boiling. The same reasoning is be- 

ind the higher q" CHF at higher G . Note that for the highest G of

399.99 kg/m 

2 s, CHF was not attained even with maximum heat 

utput from the FBM heaters. 

Fig. 12 (b) shows similar trends for the near-saturated inlet cases 

ith double-sided heating. For all mass velocities, the lower por- 

ions of the curves overlap. It is apparent that q" CHF does not in- 

rease linearly with G . For example, increasing G from 480.02 to 

40 0.0 0 kg/m 

2 s, a 400% increase, enhances q" CHF from 26.10 to 

1.58 W/cm 

2 , a 59.31% increase. This means that in an actual ap- 

lication, the higher pumping power necessary for higher G should 

e weighed against the ameliorated q" CHF it yields. 

The key takeaway is increasing G raises the upper limit of cool- 

ng, the CHF, but it does not have any effect on the wall tempera-

ure for steady-state nucleate boiling. 

.1.3. Subcooled inlet conditions: inlet subcooling effects 

The effects of inlet subcooling on the boiling curves are shown 

n Fig. 13 (a) and (b), for single- and double-sided heating, respec- 

ively. Shown in each plot are subcooling effects at the experi- 

ented mass velocity extremes of G ≈ 200 and 3200 kg/m 

2 s. 
20 
ig. 13 (a) shows the enhanced heat transfer performance offered 

y highly subcooled fluid over near-saturated inlet (low subcool- 

ng) for both mass velocities. For a given wall superheat, higher 

ubcooling is able to dissipate higher heat fluxes owing to bet- 

er condensation and larger sensible heat transfer. Fig. 13 (b) shows 

imilar trends for double-sided heating, with an even closer clus- 

ering of curves in the nucleate boiling region. 

Both the highest heat transfer performance and the highest 

" CHF are obtained with highly subcooled liquid delivered at large 

ass velocity. 

.2. Local wall temperature 

Streamwise local wall temperature ( T w,z ) profiles are included in 

ig. 14 for different heat fluxes with both single- and double-sided 

eating configurations at a variety of operating conditions. The 

lots on the left correspond to single-sided heating and those on 

he right double-sided for similar operating conditions. Four differ- 

nt sets of operating conditions are examined; respectively from 

he top to bottom are plots for low-mass-velocity highly-subcooled 

uid at low inlet pressure, low-mass-velocity near-saturated fluid 

t low inlet pressure, high-mass-velocity near-saturated fluid at 

ow inlet pressure, and high-mass-velocity near-saturated fluid at 

igh inlet pressure. Within each plot are included T w,z profiles for 

eat fluxes ranging between ONB and CHF as percentages of q" CHF . 

At each streamwise location, the wall temperature monotoni- 

ally increases with increasing heat flux. The low heat flux profiles 
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Fig. 14. Streamwise local wall temperature profiles for different heat fluxes with both single- and double-sided heating configurations at a variety of operating conditions. 
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re rather flat indicating uniform wall temperature. But as heat 

ux increases, the profiles take a concave-downward shape with 

he concavity increasing with increasing heat flux. This indicates 

he maximum T w 

to be at a location ranging from the middle to 

ust before the downstream end of the heated wall (to be precise, 
21 
easurement locations 4 to 6 in Fig. 2 ). T w 

is lowest near the inlet

ue to the inlet fluid temperature being subcooled and the lowest 

long the channel. T w 

increases thereafter due to the fluid gradu- 

lly gaining heat from the wall as it moves downstream, the devel- 

pment of thermal boundary layer, and the development of vapor 
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ayer. The flow being vertically upwards, the produced vapor accel- 

rates due to both buoyancy and specific volume increase. This re- 

ults in the overall increased flow velocity downstream which en- 

ances convective heat transfer, turbulence, fluid mixing, and re- 

oval of produced vapor from the channel. These effects due to 

ow acceleration effectively dominate over the effects of fluid heat 

ain and vapor layer development, and lead to a decrease in T w 

. 

nother possible reason for lower T w 

at both ends of the heated 

ection is the extended heat transfer area covered by the end resis- 

ors, resulting in a slightly lower heat flux at both ends compared 

o the majorly uniform heat flux for the length of the heated sec- 

ion. This further indicates that CHF occurs in this region of max- 

mum T w 

, which has been confirmed in previous studies [ 18 , 19 ].

he location of maxima of T w,z profiles seems to be sharp ( i.e ., well

efined at a particular location) and downstream (measurement 

ocation 6) for highly subcooled inlet (row 1) and is rather flat and 

pread over the middle-to-downstream (measurement locations 4–

) for near-saturated inlet (rows 2–4). This is directly attributed to 

he degree of fluid subcooling, which when high, has greater con- 

ensing capability and hence can absorb most of the produced va- 

or and defer flow acceleration effects to the downstream, where 

he fluid has absorbed enough heat for it to lose most of its con- 

ensing capability. 

Comparing the single-sided (left) and double-sided (right) plots 

n each row, the profile trends are almost the same. The slight de- 

iations are due to (i) double the wall surface area and double the 

mount of heat addition to fluid for a heat flux, (ii) more vapor 

roduction leading to larger acceleration effects, especially down- 

tream, and (iii) the interaction between vapor layers formed at 

oth walls leading to increased fluid mixing and turbulence. Com- 

aring the two heated walls in double-sided heating, most pro- 

les overlap onto each other. Sometimes, one wall’s temperature 

s slightly higher than the other due to minor differences in the 

eater resistivity and slightly preferential vapor production. Notice 

or the high-mass-velocity cases (rows 3,4 on right), at heat fluxes 

specially greater than ∼65% q" CHF , the upstream T w 

(particularly 

or measurement locations 1 and 2) is significantly different for 

he two walls, i.e ., T w1 > T w2 . As verified from the corresponding

eat flux images in Fig. 8 (c), this could be due to the comparatively

hicker and more continuous vapor layer on wall 1 (left) than wall 

. This results in the inability of the liquid to access and effectively 

ool wall 1 and more axial heat conduction from the downstream. 

ut nucleate boiling still occurs on wall 2 and the wetting fronts 

n the vapor layer are slightly more, resulting in more cooling and 

ower T w 

upstream. 

.3. Local heat transfer coefficient 

.3.1. Streamwise local heat transfer coefficient profiles 

Streamwise local heat transfer coefficient ( h z ) profiles are in- 

luded in Fig. 15 for different heat fluxes with both single- and 

ouble-sided heating configurations at a variety of operating con- 

itions. The layout of the overall figure and operating conditions 

nd heating configurations of each plot are the same as Fig. 14 . 

verall, the single- and double-sided heating configurations yield 

imilar h z profiles except for minor differences for the same rea- 

ons described in Section 4.2 . 

For highly subcooled inlet (row 1), h remains almost constant 

long the flow direction at lower heat fluxes. And h monotonically 

ncreases as heat flux increases at the first two upstream loca- 

ions. These are due to the highly subcooling of the fluid quickly 

ondensing all produced vapor, resulting in a very similar bubble 

ayer all along the channel; see the corresponding flow patterns 

n Fig. 6 (b). At moderate heat fluxes, as latent heat transfer starts 

ominating and flow accelerates, h monotonically increases along 

he channel. But this monotonicity ceases at some axial location 
22 
or higher heat fluxes due to the massive coalescence of produced 

apor, formation of large vapor structures, and decrease in liquid 

vailable for boiling; this axial location moves upstream for higher 

eat fluxes. Notice how flow acceleration effects still try to en- 

ance heat transfer downstream even for the highest heat flux. 

For near-saturated inlet (rows 2–4), each h z profile overall fol- 

ows the same trend: a decrease near the channel entrance, con- 

tant in the middle, and an increase near the exit. The decrease 

s due to the development of both the thermal boundary layer 

nd bubble boundary layer. The increase downstream is due to the 

ow acceleration effects already described. Only at the lower heat 

uxes, the entire h z profile monotonically increases with increas- 

ng heat flux. The higher heat fluxes show a different behavior. At 

oderate-to-high heat fluxes, the h z profiles are degraded in the 

ame manner as for highly subcooled inlet, i.e ., degradation starts 

t some location along the channel. But, at the highest heat fluxes, 

specially close to CHF, the entire h z profiles are degraded; notice 

ow the 94.53% q" CHF profile (left row 2) is the lowest among all. 

he higher G cases (rows 3,4) do not show this degree of h degra- 

ation due to the fluid’s lower channel residence time and higher 

ffectiveness in vapor layer removal and liquid replenishment. 

.3.2. Local heat transfer coefficient variations with local 

hermodynamic equilibrium quality 

Variations of local heat transfer coefficient ( h z ) with local ther- 

odynamic equilibrium quality ( x e ) are shown in Fig. 16 for dif- 

erent heat fluxes with both single- and double-sided heating con- 

gurations at a variety of operating conditions. The layout of the 

verall figure along with the operating conditions and heating con- 

gurations of each plot are consistent with Figs. 14 and 15 . Note 

hat the horizontal axes are not identical for all plots, but are de- 

endent on both x e,in and heating configuration. It is emphasized 

hat x e is not equal to vapor quality due to the high inlet subcool- 

ngs and high mass velocities tested in this study. Except for very 

ew cases such as near-saturated inlet with low mass velocities, the 

urves almost entirely span negative x e values, meaning that ther- 

odynamic non-equilibrium plays a vital role in determining the 

eat transfer mechanism and associated h z . This means that two 

urves might have different vapor qualities, flow regimes, and heat 

ransfer mechanisms for the same x e . 

For highly subcooled inlet (row 1), both single- and double- 

ided heating yield curves that are flat at lower x e due to the 

ominance of nucleate boiling heat transfer, which also causes h z 
o monotonically increase with heat flux. Beyond a certain x e , h z 
ncreases with increasing x e due to the increased contribution of 

onvective boiling ( i.e ., film evaporation), which also reduces the 

ependence of h z on heat flux. At very high heat fluxes, the curves 

re seen to slightly decrease and become flat at high qualities due 

o the possible formation of intermittent dryout patches within 

he channel, which negatively affects h z . For near-saturated inlet 

rows 2–4), h z is high at qualities very close to the inlet quality 

ue to the entrance effects already discussed. One other possible 

eason for high h z near the inlet and outlet is the extended heat- 

ng surface area covered by the end resistors as already discussed 

n Section 4.2 . The other trends follow prior discussions. For near- 

aturated inlet at high mass velocities (rows 3 and 4), the practical 

ecrease in inlet quality with increasing heat flux coupled with the 

ery small increase in x e from the inlet to the outlet makes it dif- 

cult to discern any trends with respect to heat flux. 

For all operating conditions, heating configuration negligibly af- 

ects the trends of the curves, but the curves span a larger x e range

or double-sided heating due to heat addition from both walls. 
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Fig. 15. Streamwise local heat transfer coefficient profiles for different heat fluxes with both single- and double-sided heating configurations at a variety of operating 

conditions. 

23 
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Fig. 16. Variations of local heat transfer coefficient with local thermodynamic equilibrium quality for different heat fluxes with both single- and double-sided heating 

configurations at a variety of operating conditions. 
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Fig. 17. Average heat transfer coefficient variations with wall heat flux for both single- and double-sided heating configurations at four different inlet conditions (two inlet 

subcoolings × two inlet pressures). 
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.4. Average heat transfer coefficient 

Average heat transfer coefficient ( h ) variations with wall heat 

ux are shown in Fig. 17 for both single- and double-sided heating 

t four different inlet conditions (two inlet subcoolings × two inlet 

ressures). The top two rows correspond to low inlet pressure and 

he bottom two rows to high inlet pressure. Among these, the top 

lots (rows 1,3) correspond to highly subcooled inlet and the bot- 

om plots (rows 2,4) correspond to near-saturated inlet. Included 

n each plot are curves for different mass velocities. 

For all operating conditions, the curves show a common behav- 

or: an almost linear increase in h at low heat fluxes, a peak, and 

 decrease at heat fluxes close to CHF. The initial increase is due 

o the increased contribution of latent heat transfer due to boil- 

ng in addition to the almost-constant sensible heat transfer. Notice 

ow this increasing region is larger and more linear for highly sub- 

ooled inlet than near-saturated; this is due to the produced bub- 

les quickly collapsing within the bulk fluid as already described. 

he peak h value does not follow any fixed trend with respect to G ;

ee how the extreme G of 200 and 3200 kg/m 

2 s roughly yield the

ighest peak h for highly subcooled inlet and a moderate G of 1600 

ields the highest peak h for near-saturated inlet. But, at higher G , 

he location of the peak h is observed at higher heat fluxes. It is 

lear the near-saturated inlet cases yield higher peak h than the 

ighly subcooled cases due to the nucleate boiling from the lower 

eat fluxes keeping the wall temperature closer to the fluid’s. On 

he other hand, the highly subcooled cases required the wall to be 

 certain temperature higher than the fluid saturation temperature 

or boiling to occur while the bulk fluid temperature is really low; 

his large difference between T w 

and T f leads to lower h . Nonethe- 

ess, the highly subcooled cases do have the capability of dissipat- 

ng more heat as deduced from the q" CHF values. Finally, the h de- 

rease at higher heat fluxes indicates heat transfer degradation for 

easons discussed in Section 4.3 ; closer to CHF, h z degradation is 

evere throughout the entire channel leading to a minimum h . 

Notice the odd trend for the lowest G of 200 kg/m 

2 s with near-

aturated inlet (row 2); both single- and double-sided configura- 

ions show local h maxima for the lowest heat flux and h decreases 

o minima before increasing as seen for the other curves. As al- 

eady mentioned in Section 3.3 , these experiments exhibited se- 

ere temporal thermodynamic non-equilibrium and two-phase in- 

tabilities. The recurring introduction of intermittent large bullet- 

haped elongated vapor bubbles (typical of both slug and annular 

ows, occupying almost the entire channel cross-section) and their 

low passage through the channel causes enhanced heat transfer 
I

Table 4a 

Summary of key observations from the present MST experiments in Earth gravity: (a) Di

Aspect Single-sided Heating 

Evolution of 

bubble boundary 

layer and vapor 

layer 

Develops only along the one heated wall and hence

interactions. At higher heat fluxes, the layers are th

enough to fill the entire channel width, especially 

towards the exit. 

Local wall 

temperature 

For similar heat flux percentages, there are no signi

differences. 

Local heat transfer 

coefficient 

For similar heat flux percentages, there are no signi

differences. 

Average heat 

transfer coefficient 

There are no significant differences in the trends of

versus wall heat flux. 

Onset of nucleate 

boiling degradation 

and critical heat 

flux 

Manifests at larger heat fluxes than double-sided fo

mass velocities with highly subcooled inlet. 

26 
ue to the wall heat flux causing evaporation of the thin liquid 

ayer surrounding the vapor and convective boiling in addition to 

ew bubble incipience. This could lead to a much higher h for very 

ow heat fluxes for this set of operating conditions. But as heat flux 

s increased, where convective boiling is already dominant, these 

ffects diminish and the usual flow physics dictate heat transfer 

ates as deduced from the h curves following the same trends as 

ll other operating conditions. 

Overall, both single- and double-sided heating (as well as the 

wo walls for double-sided) configurations show similar trends 

ith minor differences that can be explained by the reasons dis- 

ussed in Section 4.2 . Although the two inlet pressures do not al- 

ow for direct comparison due to the experimented mass velocities 

eing different, the overall trends remain the same for both. 

. Conclusions 

This study explored subcooled-inlet flow boiling of nPFH based 

n results obtained from the final pre-launch Earth-gravity Mission 

equence Tests (MSTs) of NASA’s Flow Boiling and Condensation 

xperiment (FBCE) that was launched to the International Space 

tation (ISS) in August 2021. The experiments were conducted us- 

ng the Flow Boiling Module (FBM) in vertical upflow orientation 

ith both single-sided and double-sided heating and covered a 

ortion of the planned ISS test matrix for subcooled inlet with a 

ocus on the extremes of various operating parameters. High-speed 

ideo flow visualization images were presented to explain the in- 

erfacial features within the channel. Parametric effects of mass 

elocity, inlet subcooling, and heating configuration (single- and 

ouble-sided) at different inlet pressures on both flow visualiza- 

ion and heat transfer results were explained. 

Key observations from the present experiments have been sum- 

arized in Tables 4a–4c . Differences in various aspects of this 

tudy ( viz ., evolution of bubble boundary layer and vapor layer, lo- 

al wall temperature, local heat transfer coefficient, average heat 

ransfer coefficient, and ONBD and CHF) have been noted for 

ifferent heating configurations, degrees of inlet subcooling, and 

ass velocities. Operating conditions with near-saturated inlet at 

ery low velocities exhibited severe temporal thermodynamic non- 

quilibrium. Overall, MST of the FBCE’s FBM was successful for 

ubcooled inlet conditions. The ISS-intended experimental facility 

orked as expected and further analysis of all sensor-measured 

nd flow visualization data confirmed reliability of the upcoming 

SS data. 
fferences in various aspects for different heating configurations. 

Double-sided Heating 

 no 

ick 

Develops along both heated walls and hence interacts 

with each other after reaching a certain thickness. 

Particularly at higher flow rates, regular 

gear-teeth-meshing type wavy interfaces form with the 

liquid separating the two vapor layers. 

ficant For similar heat flux percentages, there are no significant 

differences. For some cases, T w overshoot due to delayed 

ONB leads to upstream local T w differences between the 

two heated walls. 

ficant For similar heat flux percentages, there are no significant 

differences. For some cases, delayed ONB results in local 

h differences between the two heated walls upstream. 

 h There are no significant differences in the trends of h 

versus wall heat flux. 

r low Manifests at larger heat fluxes than single-sided for high 

mass velocities with near-saturated inlet. 
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Table 4b 

Summary of key observations from the present MST experiments in Earth gravity: (b) Differences in various aspects for different degrees of inlet subcooling. 

Aspect Highly Subcooled Inlet Near-Saturated Inlet 

Evolution of bubble boundary 

layer and vapor layer 

Both bubble boundary layer and vapor layer are thinner. 

All vapor structures are smaller at a given streamwise 

location. Flow regime transitions occur both further 

downstream and at higher heat fluxes. At low mass 

velocities and high heat fluxes, slug/churn-like flow is 

observed only near the channel exit. At high mass 

velocities and high heat fluxes, the wavy vapor layer is 

thinner, has fewer crests, and are of longer wavelength. 

Both bubble boundary layer and vapor layer are thicker. 

All vapor structures are larger at a given streamwise 

location. Flow regime transitions occur both upstream 

and at lower heat fluxes. At low mass velocities and high 

heat fluxes, slug/churn-like flow covers most of the 

channel. At high mass velocities and high heat fluxes, the 

wavy vapor layer is thicker, has more crests, and are of 

shorter wavelength. 

Local wall temperature T w is maximum at a narrow location, a short distance 

upstream of the exit (location 6 of 7). 

T w is maximum over a wider region from channel middle 

to just before the exit (locations 4–6 of 7). 

Local heat transfer coefficient Only the downstream part of streamwise h profile is 

degraded. 

The entire streamwise h profile is severely degraded at 

higher heat fluxes. 

Average heat transfer coefficient h̄ versus heat flux shows a more linear and prolonged 

increase before reaching the peak. For similar wall heat 

fluxes, h̄ is higher. Peak h̄ is also higher. 

h̄ versus heat flux shows a less linear and short increase 

before reaching the peak. For similar wall heat fluxes, h̄ 

is lower. Peak h̄ is also lower. 

Onset of nucleate boiling 

degradation and critical heat flux 

Manifests at larger wall heat fluxes. Manifests at smaller wall heat fluxes. 

Table 4c 

Summary of key observations from the present MST experiments in Earth gravity: (c) Differences in various aspects for different mass velocities. 

Aspect Low Mass Velocity High Mass Velocity 

Evolution of bubble boundary 

layer and vapor layer 

Both bubble boundary layer and vapor layer are thicker. 

Flow regime transitions occur upstream. Transition to the 

slug/churn-like flow regime occurs very early; and it 

occupies most of the channel even at low heat fluxes. 

Both bubble boundary layer and vapor layer are thinner. 

Flow regime transitions occur further downstream. 

Transition to slug/churn-like flow is rarely seen; 

sometimes at channel downstream close to CHF. CHF is 

mainly due to extinguishing of wetting fronts of the wavy 

interfaces. 

Local wall temperature For similar heat fluxes, T w is higher all along the channel. 

But for similar heat flux percentages, no notable 

differences in T w,z profiles. 

For similar heat fluxes, T w is lower all along the channel. 

But for similar heat flux percentages, no notable 

differences in T w,z profiles. 

Local heat transfer coefficient Streamwise h profile degradation is severe at higher heat 

flux percentages. 

Streamwise h profile degradation is not so severe at 

higher heat flux percentages. 

Average heat transfer coefficient Peak h̄ is at smaller heat flux. Peak h̄ is at larger heat flux. 

Onset of nucleate boiling 

degradation and critical heat flux 

Manifests at smaller wall heat fluxes. Manifests at larger wall heat fluxes. 
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